ELD Assessment for Talk - How English Works
Student: _______________________

Grade:___________________________

6th - 8th
Teacher: _____________________________

ELD Skills

Emerging

Approaching

Bridging

Understanding Cohesion

Pronouns and ordering phrases
first/next; at the end

Plus synonyms
Ordering words/phrases
For example, in the first place, as a
result, on the other hand

plus nominalizations
for instance; in addition;
consequently; specifically; however

Using Verbs and verb phrases

Variety of verbs
Simple and Progressive

Variety of verbs and tenses
appropriate
Simple, Progressive, perfect

Plus active and passive voice;
declarative, interrogative,
subjunctive

Using nouns and noun phrases

Adjectives

Growing # of ways to add
adjectives

Embedding relative or
complement clauses

Modifying to add details

Simple Adverbials
(time, manner, place, cause)

Growing # of Adverbials

Variety of Adverbials

Connecting Ideas

and, but, so

because, even though, in order to,
(cause/effect)

Since, While, although

Condensing Ideas

Simple embedded clauses
(e.g. a woman who____)

More varied
(e.g. so ___ that it___)

Multiple simple into 1 sentence

ELD Assessment for Talk - How English Works - REFERENCE
Student: _______________________

Grade:___________________________

6th - 8th

Teacher: _____________________________

ELD Skills

Emerging

Approaching

Bridging

Understanding Cohesion

-Pronoun Referral
The boy had strawberries. He ate
them.
Basic understanding of
ideas/events/reasons being
connected- and then; next

Pronoun Referral accurate/clear
plus synonyms to avoid
repetition
Growing # of ordering words or
phrases -For example, in the first
place, as a result, on the other
hand

Plus nominalizations
A conclusion was reached.
for instance, first/next/last; in
addition, at the end

Using Verbs and verb phrases

Frequently used verbs
Run, walk, go, and being/having
verbs
simple tenses
Simple past, present, future
Progressive - am,is, are, was, were,
will be ____ing

some new verbs of familiar
topics
More varied use of verb tenses
as appropriate to text/talk.
Perfect - have, has, had, will have
___ed

Plus active and passive voice;
declarative, interrogative,
subjunctive
Perfect Progressive - have, has,
had, will have been ____ing

Using nouns and noun phrases

Adjectives

Adding prep or adjective
phrases
A person smarter than me...

Embedding relative or
complement clauses
Kids who hate chocolate are
uncommon.
I don’t know whether she will come.

Modifying to add details

Simple Adverbials
(time, manner, place, cause)

Growing # of Adverbials

Variety of Adverbials

Connecting Ideas

Combine clauses in basic ways
as, and, but,

Combine clauses in a variety
ways
cause/effect; if/then;
She worked even though she was
sick.

Combine clauses is a variety
(rearranging sentences to form
compound sentences)
___ while ___;

ELD Assessment for Talk - How English Works - REFERENCE
Condensing Ideas

Simple embedded clauses
Relative clause - the woman who..,
the boy with…

More varied
- so ___ that it___

6th - 8th
Multiple simple into 1 sentence
The destruction of the rainforest led
to the death of many animals.

